AREA OF RESCUE SIGNAGE OVERVIEW

Cornell’s Signs are in compliance with the ADA Accessibility Code, NFPA 101 Life Safety Code, and all building codes. Signage is required in three areas.

ROOM ENTRY SIGNAGE WALL MOUNTED / REQUIRED BY ADA

- **Wall Mounted**

  The raised text and Braille sign utilizes *Photoluminescent technology and will glow in total darkness. This sign includes 1/32” raised text and Braille in compliance with the ADA Accessibility Code and the NFPA 101 Life Safety Code. Available with either Rescue or Refuge text.

  | SN-P48SL | Rescue |
  | SN-P48GL | Refuge |

ROOM ENTRY SIGNAGE CEILING MOUNTED / REQUIRED BY ADA

- **Ceiling, Flag, or Wall Mounted**

  The *Photoluminescent sign is available with either Rescue or Refuge text in either single or double sided. “R” is added for Refuge option.

  *Photoluminescent material stores natural and artificial light in order to emit a glow for up to 8 hours.

- **Lighted Ceiling Mounted Sign - Basic**

  The basic powered sign runs on 120VAC or 277VAC. The LED lights are designed for constant uniform illumination. Available in single or double sided with or without battery backup. Assembled with high impact plastic. Available with either Rescue or Refuge text. A custom metal sign is also available. “R” is added for Refuge option.

- **Lighted Ceiling Mounted Sign - Edge Lit**

  The LED Edge Lit signs are brighter and therefore make the Area of Rescue easier to locate. Available with Rescue or Refuge text double sided for all applications.

SN-LM42S - Single
SN-LM42D - Double
SN-LM42SR - Single Refuge
SN-LM42DR - Double Refuge

SN-B42S SN-B42SR
SN-B42D SN-B42DR
SN-E42S SN-E42SR
SN-E42D SN-E42DR

SN-B48DS - Rescue
SN-B48DG - Refuge
The Placard Directional signs are a simple means of directing those needing aid to the Area of Rescue. Available with Refuge or Rescue text and right or left pointing arrows. “R” is added for Refuge text.

The Instructional Sign utilizes *Photoluminescent technology and is designed to glow in total darkness. The sign is wall mounted with engraved text, features an area to label the location, and includes Braille “Push for Help” immediately under the header.

The above signs are required by the ADA when installing an Area of Rescue or Refuge System. **CORNELL** also provides the Area of Rescue / Refuge System. Contact us to assist you in selecting the best system for your facility.

**CORNELL** has been providing emergency call systems for over forty years. Our current product line includes Nurse Call, Door Monitoring, Rescue Assistance, Pocket Paging, Data Collection and Wireless Emergency Response Systems.

Call us at **1-800-558-8957**. We will always have someone available to answer your questions or visit our website at [www.cornell.com](http://www.cornell.com) for the latest product updates.